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Rajasthan is quite differ as compared to other states of India and it is famous for its rich culture and
traditions which are scattered throughout state in the most hyped cities like Jaipur, Udaipur,
Jodhpur, Jaisalmer, Bikaner etc. Besides culture and traditions, tourists can enjoy majestic Thar
Desert and Sam Sand Dunes known as golden desert India tour. Camel safaris are exciting here
and attract numbers of travellers from across the world. Rajasthan desert tour is the most preferred
package by tourists.  The exotic and fine-looking dunes stand in the contrasting stark of azure sky
and golden desert, yellowish desert. The best way to enjoy the beauty of desert is experiencing
camel safari. Camels are known as the ship of desert.

The most famous Rajasthanâ€™s three cities are situated at the stark of Thar Desert. These cities are
like Bikaner, Jaisalmer and Jodhpur. Several tourist attractions are boasted in these desert cities
and have important stand in Rajasthan Desert Tour. Well-known tourist attractions in these cities
are Mehrangarh Fort, Jaswant Thada, Umaid Bhawan Palace, Balsamand Lake and Mandore
Gardens in Jodhpur, Junagarh Fort, Camel Breeding Farm, Lalgarh Palace and Jain Temples in
Bikaner, Sonar Quila known as Jaisalmer Fort, Gadsisar Sagar Lake Jaisalmer Haveli, and Tazia
Tower  in Jaisalmer.  These destinations attract numbers of travellers from all over the globe to
come for Rajasthan tour.

Vacationers explore many fascinating mud houses in the desert regions that are marvelously
decorated with frescoes. They can also appreciate the desert ballads sung by the local dwellers.
They visit men and women in actual Rajasthani costume in these states. They have a preference
bright coluored costume to dot the golden desert with miscellaneous bright colours. In the desert
territories, you can watch women walking with earthen puts on head and waist. You can memorize
the scene of Hindi cinemas of past. There are numerous handicraft markets in shiny desert where
you can shop selected handicraft items.

In addition, visit the golden desert of Thar and Sam Sand Dunes you must also explore Udaipur and
Jaipur. Udaipur is one of the most fascinating cities of state. There are many lakes and gardens
creating it also known as romantic gateway. Many forts and palace are in the city. Lake Palace is
very exquisite palace and a portion of it has been converted to heritage hotel.  Jaipur is also known
for offering world-class accommodation facility in traditional style. Jaipur is the capital of colourful
Rajasthan and is alleged to be most charismatic city of India.  There are many Rajasthan tour
packages like wildlife tour, forts and palaces tour, Rajasthan culture tour, etc.
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